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Motivation

I Flow through porous media is abundant in nature and application
Soil Oil Reservoir Foams Tissue

I Complex microstructure:
. Macroscopic experiments→ empiric relations
. Gap between pore & core-scale

I Pore Geometry→ flow properties: permeability, dispersion, ...
I Artificial porous structures with given geometry→ micromodels

Experiment

I Soft Lithography
. Numerically designed structures
. Lithography→ PDMS

micromodels
. Quasi two-dimensional flow cell

I Apply hydrostatic pressure
I Video microscopy & colloidal

particles as tracers→ particle
tracking Velocimetry (PTV)

Finite-Sized Tracers in Simple Geometries

I Mean particle velocity ū depends
on particle diameter d

I ū is not identical to mean fluid
velocity v̄
. Size exclusion
. Hydrodynamic interaction with

walls → ud

. Gravity → pd(z) = exp (−z/λ)

. Biased sampling → peffd = pd · ud

I Model for mean particle velocity ũ
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Measurement of ū at ∆P = 479Pa, v̄ = 196µm/s

d (µm) ū (µm/s) ũ (µm/s) λ (µm)
1.2 270.6± 1.4 240± 36 8.75
2.4 246.6± 3.3 224± 32 1.09
3.4 234.3± 4.6 194± 32 0.383
5.2 215.7± 3.6 176± 59 0.107

Finite-Sized Tracers in Porous Media

I Simple channel behaviour far from
obstacles (a,b)

I Exclusion from stagnant parts even
for small particles (c)

I Size exclusion close to obstacles
(e-f)

I Irreversibility (f)
I Result: difference in local average

velocities
I Total average particle velocity

depends on exact geometry &
particle size
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Measurement of permeability

I For all experimentally accessible
pressure drops ū ∝ ∆P

I Proportionality different in inner &
outer segment

I Always ū 6= v̄
I Two possibilities of measuring the

permeability from PTV
. Constant-head method
. Falling-head method

3.4 µm PS
2.4 µm PS
1.2 µm PS

Constant-Head Method

I Additional reference channels
I v̄ is known theoretically within empty

channels
I Assuming ūd = cd · v̄, cd can be

determined in reference channel
I Compare to outer segment of middle

channel
I Problems:
. Reference measurement required→

additional errors
. Contributions to total permeability from

outer segments

∆p=ρg∆h Ares

Falling-Head Method

I Small reservoirs cross-section
→ time depending pressure drop

I ∆P ∝ ū→ ū ∝ exp (−t/τ )

I Concept ≡ discharge of capacitor
I k ∝ τ−1

I Measurement within structure
→ avoid outer segments

I Problems:
. Longer measurement times
. Constant particle density

2 µm PS

3 µm PS

Comparison

I Permeability measured using constant-head and falling-head method
(φ = 0.91, h = 19.0± 0.3µm, length L = 8150± 50µm)

I Measure total permeability ktot → permeability of the porous part kpor

I Different sized particles for falling-head method
I Compare: finite-element simulation using COMSOL

CH FH 2µm FH 3µm Simulation

ktot (10−11m2) 2.67 2.91 2.60 N/A

kpor (10−11m2) 1.58 2.07 0.81 1.74

I Good agreement found for ktot

I Significant contribution from outer segments→ larger error for kpor

Conclusion

I Mean particle velocity ū depends significantly on particle diameter d
I Complex behaviour even in simple geometries
. Volume exclusion
. Hydrodynamic effects
. Gravity

I Complexity strongly increases within porous media
. Size exclusion close to obstacles
. Exclusion from stagnant parts

I Permeability can be measured from PTV using constant-head and
falling-head techniques

I Applicability depends on permeability and required measurement time
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